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Integration of various numerical analysis 
methods that use HPC
• Earth Science Simulation
• Earthquake Engineering Simulation
• Social Science Simulation
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ELEMENTS OF INTEGRATED EARTHQUAKE SIMULATION

�

u Earth Science and Earthquake Engineering Simulation
l FEM for Seismic Wave Propagation in Crust and Seismic Wave Application in Ground

l DEM (Distinct Element Method) for Long-Term Crust Deformation

l SPH (Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics) for Tsunami Simulation

u Social Science Simulation
l MAS for Mass Evacuation Simulation for Pedestrian and Vehicle
l Traffic Simulation Combining Traffic Demand and Traffic Flow in Post-Earthquake Disaster Period

l Economic Activity Simulation for Evaluation of Recovery Plan

u Integration of Simulation on Platform
l Tokyo Metropolis Earthquake

l Nankai Trough Earthquake



EARTH SCIENCE AND EARTHEQUAKE ENGINNERING SIMUALTION

uFEM
l Crust scale simulation of Nankai 

Trough Earthquake
l K: construction of analysis model partially 

based on observed data of curst structures
l Fugaku: construction of analysis model 

fully based on observed data of crust 
structure

uDEM
l Reproduction of sand box experiment 

using 2,400,000,000 particles
l Clarification of mechanism of forming 

accretionary prism

uSPH
l Tsunami inundation simulation
l Kochi City
l Fukushima nuclear power plant

analysis model of 
Fukushima 1st Nuclear 
Power Plant

analysis model of crust 
structure for Nankai Trough 
Earthquake

analysis model of sand box

�



EARTH SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING: FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

Adaptive Conjugate Gradient Iteration
(2nd order tetrahedral mesh)

PreCGc (1st order tetrahedral mesh)
Solve rc = An

c zc up to εc = 0.7

PreCGc
part (1st order tetrahedral mesh)

Solve rcp = An
cp zcp up to εcp = 0.05

PreCG (2nd order tetrahedral mesh)
Solve r = An z up to ε = 0.5
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FP64 computation
FP64 communication

Use zc as Dirichlet 
boundary condition

Use zc as initial solution

Use zcp as initial solution

Use z for search direction

rank #1

FP16-32 computation
FP16 communication

FP16-32 computation
FP32 communication

FP16-32 computation
FP16 communication

Step n

Transprecision & AI Preconditioner – use to roughly solve r = An z
Adaptive Conjugate Gradient Solve up to ε = 1.0 x 10-8

rank #0

Step n+1, n+2, n+3

Time-parallel method (Solve m = 4 timesteps simultaneously and use for initial guesses for future time steps)
Solve with CG solver #1 with
FP21 for storing vectors

Solve with CG solver #2 with
FP21 for storing vectors

Fig. 3. Algorithm of implicit solver with AI and transprecision computing for nonlinear time history unstructured low-order finite-element simulations. The
solver is based on the adaptive CG method, and the preconditioning equation r = Anz is solved efficiently by the AI and transprecision computing. Here,
preconditioning equation r = Anz is first solved roughly by the linear tetrahedral element CG solver PreCGc , and its solution is used as an initial solution
for the linear tetrahedral element CG solver PreCGc

part . Here, the light blue regions denote the target domain, while the dashed lines denote the MPI partition
boundaries. The AI is used to estimate parts of the problem that have poor convergence characteristics. These parts are included in PreCGc

part part, which reduces
computation cost compared to using PreCGc . Next, the PreCGc

part results are used as an initial solution for the second-order tetrahedral element CG solver
PreCG to obtain highly accurate estimates for the preconditioning equation r = Anz. Transprecision is used in these preconditioners to reduce computational
and communication costs (transprecision is used in EBE kernels as FP16-32, storing vectors in CG solvers as FP21, and in point-to-point communication as
FP16 communication). As the search direction of the FP64 CG solver points to a very accurate solution, the number of iterations of the FP64 CG loops is
reduced significantly; thus, nearly all computations can be conducted in low precision arithmetic. Furthermore, the time-parallel algorithm enables solving m = 4
time steps. We split the four time steps to group of two, and solve them in parallel. This leads to more concurrency in each CG solver, leading to overlap of
point-to-point communication with memory bandwidth bound kernels. As FP64 is used in both computation and communication for all PCGE components,
we can expect significant speedup using MOTHRA on recent computers with a large gap in arithmetic performance among high and low accuracy arithmetic.

of convergence, and we use this AI to estimate parts of the
matrix that reduce convergence performance. Here, the idea
is to reduce the concentration of graph connectivity strength
as estimated by the AI with local operation to improve the
solver’s convergence. In other words, we train the AI using
a data-set of graph connectivity strength and distribution of
poor convergence in a small problem with similar graph
characteristics as the larger target problem. We then use the
AI to estimate parts of the larger target problem that result
in poor convergence and perform a local operation to improve
convergence. Note that the AI is only used to efficiently detect
parts of the problem that result in poor convergence; therefore,
degradation of the quality of the results does not occur, i.e.,
only the time to solution is improved. The graph connectivity
dataset for a small-scale problem may be small in terms of
supercomputing; however, it is a large and high-quality dataset
when considered training data for the AI. Here, we stress
the fact that small-scale datasets that are often disregarded
in supercomputing can be utilized as large-scale high-quality
datasets for AI training. Thus, these small-scale datasets have
the potential to improve large-scale supercomputing.

This concept is straightforward and can be applied gener-
ally; however, developing an AI that can effectively estimate
parts of the problem with poor convergence requires careful
consideration. We explain our implementation in the following.

In preconditioned CG methods, preconditioning matrix D is
used as z = D−1r to improve convergence (Fig. 2). In
contrast, in order to efficiently implement a more sophisti-
cated preconditioner, we use the adaptive CG method, which
solves r = Anz roughly with another CG solver to improve
convergence [12]. However, training an AI that estimates the
relationship between graph connectivity strength and poor
convergence in this form leads to poor generalization ability.
As a result, we must select a suitable problem setting according
to the characteristics of An. We first homogenize this problem
because second-order tetrahedral elements have two types of
nodes (i.e., edge and vertex nodes) and the graph connectivity
characteristics of these nodes differ completely. Rather than
using the target second-order tetrahedral element problem
r = Anz, we use a coarse but equivalent problem rc = An

c zc
with linear tetrahedral elements. This leads to homogeneous
graph connectivity characteristics for the target matrix An

c .
Here, we refer to solving r = Anz using the CG method
as PreCG , and we refer to solving rc = An

c zc with CG as
PreCGc in the preconditioner. Next, we exploit the fact that
the solution u can be expressed as u(x) =

!
G(x,y)b(y)dV

using Green’s function G and force distribution b, which
reflects the properties of the differential equation and model.
Considering that the properties of G (its main part is given as
a perturbation of e|y−x|/c2/dt with time increment dt, shear
wave velocity c2 near point x, and the distance dij between

TABLE III. MODEL CONFIGURATIONS FOR PIZ DAINT/SUMMIT (WITHOUT BRACKETS) AND K COMPUTER (WITH BRACKETS). 1 GPU IS USED PER
MPI PROCESS FOR SUMMIT/PIZ DAINT, WHILE 8 OPENMP THREADS ARE USED PER MPI PROCESS FOR K COMPUTER. 1 GPU IS USED FOR 2 K COMPUTER

NODES. MODEL W-1 IS USED FOR STRONG SCALING MEASUREMENTS.

Model # of MPI processes Degrees-Of-Freedom DOF per process # of elements PCGE iterations
W-1 288 (576) 3,545,198,451 12,309,716 (6,154,858) 883,104,768 132,665
W-2 576 (1,152) 7,088,615,271 12,306,623 (6,153,311) 1,766,209,536 131,320
W-3 1,152 (2,304) 14,174,736,543 12,304,458 (6,152,229) 3,532,419,072 129,765
W-4 2,304 (4,608) 28,345,910,535 12,302,912 (6,151,456) 7,064,838,144 128,165
W-5 4,608 (9,216) 56,687,546,151 12,301,984 (6,150,992) 9,419,784,192 126,475
W-6 6,144 (12,288) 75,580,545,159 12,301,521 (6,150,760) 18,839,568,384 125,636
W-7 12,288 (24,576) 151,152,541,191 12,300,825 (6,150,412) 37,679,136,768 123,910
W-8 24,576 (49,152) 302,293,683,783 12,300,361 (6,150,180) 75,358,273,536 -
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Fig. 5. Weak scaling results on K computer. Elapsed time and performance
efficiency to FP64 peak are shown.
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reduction in solvable problem sizes; thus, small problem size
per MPI process is a problem setting that will not be used for
solving actual applications. Therefore, performance on such
problem settings (i.e., performance for strong scaling at high
node counts) is not important; thus, we should regard this as
supplementary information.

A. Performance of MOTHRA Algorithm

We first compare performance of PCGE , GAMERA and
MOTHRA using model W-1 in Table III. As shown in
Fig. 5, 6 and 7, MOTHRA was 18.6-fold, 24.9-fold, and 25.3-
fold faster than PCGE on the K computer, Piz Daint, and
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Fig. 7. Weak scaling results on Summit. Elapsed time and performance
efficiency to FP64 peak are shown.

Summit, respectively. This is due to the reduced FLOP count
and the improved peak performance; a 5.56-fold reduction of
arithmetic count from PCGE (184.7 PFLOP) was obtained by
MOTHRA (33.2 PFLOP) on Summit. Note that GAMERA,
which also reduces arithmetic count by sophisticated pre-
conditioning, still required 44.0 PFLOP, and this highlights
the capability of MOTHRA to reduce arithmetic counts.
Furthermore, the highly efficient transprecision EBE kernel of
MOTHRA improved the PCGE FLOPS efficiency of 4.27%
to 19.5% on Summit, leading to the 25.3-fold speedup. This is
also 3.99-fold faster than the state-of-the-art GAMERA. The
elapsed time ratio of Piz Daint to Summit was 110.7 s / 75.8
s = 1.46, which is close to the 1.66 difference in hardware
peak FLOPS capability of the P100/V100 GPUs. Thus, the
proposed solver can improve performance according to gains
in hardware capabilities.

B. Scaling of Application on Large Scale Problem

First we see the weak scaling performance on the K
computer (Fig. 5). Even though FP16 communication was
disabled, we observed high scalability (88.8%) from W-1 (576
processes) to W-8 (49,512 processes) on the K computer. The
high performance on a single node and high scalability leads
to high peak performance of 17.2% of peak FP64 FLOPS
with the largest problem (W-8), which yielded a 1.86-fold
speedup over GAMERA. Next we see the effectiveness of
FP16 communication on Piz Daint (Fig. 6). As the ratio of
hardware FLOPS to interconnect bandwidth of Piz Daint is
4.7 TFLOPS : 10.2 GB/s, which is relatively slow compared
to the 128 GFLOPS : 5 GB/s of the K computer, we can

weak scaling on Summitalgorithm of solver

uContinuous improvement of CG
uAchievement of good scalability in parallel computer 

and GP-GPU computer
uAutomated model construction of urban area

u ground
u structures

�

BuildingsUnderground 
structure

Soft ground layer

Medium ground layer
Hard ground layer

a) Overview of city model
c) Close up view of city model with brown part indicating PreCGcpart

b) Location of underground structure d) Displacement response of city e) Displacement response of underground structure

Fig. 9. Usage example of MOTHRA computed on 384 Summit nodes (2,304 GPUs): a) overview of 1,024 m × 1,024 m × 370 m city model based on
[28], [29] with underground and building structures surrounded by two-layered ground modeled with 3,961,851,160 elements and 16,291,917,564 degrees of
freedom; b) location of underground structure; c) close-up of the underground structure modeled with 25 cm second-order tetrahedral elements (brown part
indicates PreCGc

part part extracted by AI); d) displacement response to ground shaking; e) displacement response of underground structure

computations are required in city simulations. As a result,
further accelerated solvers and faster computer systems are
required. City simulation is and will continue to be a frontier.

To our knowledge AI and supercomputing has not been
linked at such a scale before. The major difficulty of connect-
ing AI with HPC is in the difference in accuracy of results:
HPC results are accurate but expensive. On the other hand,
although the accuracy is not as high, AI can solve problems
that are impossible to be addressed by HPC. In our approach
we redesign the HPC algorithm to take advantage of AI with
less accuracy locally, accelerating the time-to-solution without
loss of accuracy in the final results. We can understand that a
new type of algorithm design can be enabled by use of AI. This
approach of using AI within an HPC simulation is general and
can be applied to other domains. We can expect more flexibility
in computer system design with this increase of flexibility in
algorithm design.

The fact that AI and transprecision computing can be used
for HPC gives implications for future systems. We can expect
use of low-precision arithmetic for accelerating other precon-
ditioning algorithms; thus, development in hardware support-
ing low-precision arithmetic seems promising for improving
performance per watt. Support in programming languages and
compilers for FP16 data types are also anticipated to realize
this on wide range of systems and applications. The use of AI
in HPC supports the trend in equipping hardware specialized
for conducting certain types of AI computation efficiently
(e.g., Tensor Cores). On the other hand, the balance between
arithmetic/memory bandwidth/interconnect bandwidth is ex-
pected to remain important in future system designs; although
we circumvented the communication bandwidth bottleneck
of Summit using FP16 communication, further reduction in

relative interconnect performance will become difficult to
achieve algorithmically. As hardware systems become more
complicated, the importance of collaboration between com-
puter and computational scientists/engineers is increasing, and
codesign of systems and applications is required to realize the
potential performance of future systems.
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EARTH SCIENCE: CRUST DEFORMATION ANALYSIS
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Fast crustal deformation computation by GPUs 11

Crust layer

Upper-mantle 

layer

Philippine Plate

Pacific Plate
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(a) Overview

8 km

(b) Close-up view

Figure 6. The FE model used for the application.
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Figure 7. Locations of the grid points used as inputs for the basis functions.

Fast crustal deformation computation by GPUs 15

(a) case 1 (b) case 2 (c) case 3

0.3860

Figure 11. Results of one Green’s function derived from (a) the original material properties, (b) one case of the 1000 cases, and (c) an FE model with a flat
surface and homogeneous material properties. Each arrow represents the direction and degree (m) of slip. the colour scale is logarithmic. The area inside the
dashed box is the location of the input fault slip.

(a) original case (b) difference

43.120 6.590

Figure 12. Comparison of two cases with different material properties. (a) The slip distribution using original material properties (m). (b) The largest difference
in 1000 cases from the original slip distribution (m).

uFast Computation
l FEM model of 8,219,600,000 DOF
l Numerical Green functions of 360 source 

x 1,000 uncertainty

l Ensemble Computing
l 1,000 models of different (Vp, Vs, ρ)
l Difference in crust displacement is a few 
�meter

uUpdated Lagrangian Analysis
l Development of fast automated 

remeshing
l Analysis of finite and large deformation 

of fault and subduction zone in 
geological time scale



EARTH SCIENCE: DISTINCT ELEMENT METHOD

DEM: Particle Analysis Method for 
Contacting/Detaching of Spherical 
Particles
l 2.5 billion particles

l dynamic load balance for moving 
particles

l reproduction of sand box experiments

��
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well-controlled load balance for many particlesanalysis model
• exterior and interior of buildings
• particle radius of 30 cm
• use of 128 compute nodes in K

ENGINEERING: SMOOTHED PARTICLE HYDRODYNAMICS

Tsunami Inundation of 1st Fukushima NPP

results
• fair agreement of observation
• practically acceptable computing time

MScPHy: Particle Analysis Method for Solid-
Fluid Interacting Problems
l Particles for tsunami and ground/structures
l Simple treatment of free boundary problem
l High performance of non-structured grid

��



ENGINEERING: AUTOMATED MODEL CONSTRUCTION FOR TSUNAMI

3D Geological Data of Low Resolution

2D Elevation Data of 1 m Resolution

uAnalysis Model for JAGURS
uCombined Simulation of Ground Motion 

and Tsunami Inundation



SOCIAL SCIENCE SIMULATION

uMAS
l Development of agents for 

pedestrians and vehicles with 
functionalities of see, think, and move

l Development of urban are model for 
mass evacuation

uCoupled Simulation of Traffic Demand 
and Traffic Flow
l Development of traffic demand 

simulation for post-earthquake 
disaster

l Enhancement of traffic demand 
simulation and traffic flow simulation 
with HPC capability

• Urban area  of 900 km2 and more 
than 10 million agents 

• 2,056 compute nodes in K

• large scale urban area traffic model of 400,000 links
• embarrassing parallel commuting of traffic demand and flow simulation ��



SOCIAL SCIENCE SIMULATION

uEconomic Simulation
l Analysis method of solving 

dynamic problem for industrial 
activities of using damaged stocks

l MAS for 1:1 scale economic model 
to analyze impact of earthquake 
damage

uUtilization of Urban Area Data
l Preparation of detailed information 

for constructing analysis models of 
social science simulation

l Development of sophisticated 
methods of inter/extra-polating
scattered and fragmented urban 
area data

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

analysis method of solving Bellman's 
equation for 3 regions and 36 
industrial sectors over Japan

post-disaster recovery of production

MAS for 150,000,000 agents
largest HPC computation in economics

various data set of urban 
area information about 
economic activities

dynamic load balance among agents of various size; from largest 
agent of national bank to smallest agent of household

��



SOCIAL SCIENCE SIMULATION: MAS FOR MASS EVACUATION
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uDevelopment of Autonomous Agent with Different Attribute
l Pedestrian and vehicle agent with functionalities of see, think and move, moving in urban area model in 

non harmonious manner
l Urban area model of road network with interactions and buildings producing derbis

uGood Scalability
l Gradual concentration of agents in shelters
l Dynamic load balance in assigning compute nodes to agents

!

Definite collision
Potential collision
No collision

! =Distance required for car to decelerate to stop 
���	
� ��������


functionality of see: efficient scanning functionality of move: smooth in and out at intersection



SOCIAL SCIENCE SIMULATION: MAS FOR MASS EVACUATION
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Key Features
l Resolution: 1 x 1 m�0.1 sec
l Domain: 900 km2

l Number: more than 10,000,000
l Scalability: up to 2048 compute nodes

Automated Model Construction
l Use of various urban area data
l Grid model for agent movement
l Node-link model for agent memory

Number of
nodes Runtime (s)

Strong
scalability

256 5016

512 2516 99%

1024 1400 89%

2048 842 83%

Strong Scalability

Load Balance - Compute Node Allocation -



SOCIAL SCIENCE SIMULATION: TRAFFIC DEMAND AND FLOW
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��1 ��2

��1 369

��2 397

365 371 803�

�

��1 ��2

��1 408

��2 413

315 354 812�

�

Traffic Demand Simulation
OD traffic pattern and its change

trip demand

trip time

Tokyo Central Traffic Network
around 350,000 links

�� ��

��� 1003 512 391

��� 454 896 402

344 385 786�

�

Traffic Flow Simulation
• Computation of stable state of traffic flow considering 

network damage and reduced/increased traffic 
demand

• Estimation of trip time delay for all traffic links

weakground shaking strong

smallbuilding shaking large

Earthquake Disaster Simulation

road network damage

Demand

Flow



SOCIAL SCIENCE SIMULATION: COUPLING OF DEMAND AND FLOW SIMULATION
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ground motion

TRAFFIC FLOW
FastDUE

Infrastructure Damage (use of fragility curve)

Available Faculties

Shelter, Water Supply, Goods Supply, etc.

electric power

SPACE

Analysis of Water 

and Goods Demand

ASTRO

Analysis of Daily 

Activities

HuLAND

Analysis of Water 

and Goods Supply

TRAFFIC DEMAND
DeSuTA

OD trip flowOD trip time

Damaged Road Network

� damage
� non-damage

Graph Model of Road Network

• Node is used to specify OD

• (Origin and Destination of trip)

• Link is used to specify route 
between OD



BELLMAN’S EQUATION

Λ": value of i-th enterprise

value at term t
�stock value�

expected profit at t
income – outcome

variables
#" $ state variable vector

capital, labor, infrastructure, {price}, {lifeline}, supply chain
%" &′, ∆*" probability of price vector at next term &′ and lifeline and supply chain operation ∆*"
+" $ control variable vector
#"′(#" $ , +" $ ) state variable vector at next term determined by #" $ and +" $

value at t+1

Λ" #" $ = max+2(3)
45 Π #" $ , +" $ + 8 9

{;<,∆=2}

?
%" &@, ∆*" A Λ" #"′(#" $ , +" $ )

probability of state 
at t+1 term

household 

enterprise 1
ΛB #B $

enterprise 2
ΛC #C $ enterprise D

ΛE #E $

sector 1
price
FB($)
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price
FC($)
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price
FG($)

market

reduction factor



SOCIAL SCIENCE SIMULATION: MAS FOR ECONOMIC SIMULATION
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Problem settings: 20 periods with 
331million agents in reedbush
computer (The Univ. of Tokyo)

Number of MPI 
processes

Runtime 
per period 

(s)

Scalability 
(%)

16 492.00

32 294.13 83.64

64 187.04 78.63

128 129.00 72.50

256 107.32 60.10

uMacro Economic Agent Based MAS of Poledna et al. 
l Verified by comparing general economics model

uFirst Enhancement of MAS with HPC Capability
l 1:1 Scale of Japanese Economy (100,000,000 human agents + 4,000,000 non-human agents)
l Ensemble computing for uncertainty quantification



SOCIAL SCIENCE SIMULATION: MAS FOR ECONOMIC SIMULATION RESULTS
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Losses, cost of repair, 
etc. of each entity

PACT

Damage 
indexes of each 

building

Progress of 
national economy

Firm/industry-wise 
economic performance

Im
ports

Exports

1:1 scale model of Japanese economyPhysics based natural disaster simulations

Comparison of Recovery Plan



uTraffic Simulation

uEconomic Simulation

INTEGRATION OF SICAL SCIENCE SIMULATION

��

Disaster Simulation - Traffic Flow Simulation Estimation of Effects of Damage on Traffic Flow

Damage Simulation - MAS Recovery Process

debris data

granularity 
compromise

road data

time series data

search

traffic link data

structural damage traffic flow

damaged road

damage
structural response

remaining road width

P
A
C
T

national budget
(GDP,GVA…)

industrial sector-wise
economy prediction

(investment, profit, …)

im
port export

1:1 economic modeldisaster simulation

damage
index

loss
repair

estimate of loss

recovery process of production

Stop and restart of supply change 
for each industrial sector

capital loss, fragility curves, 
recovery curves, etc.



uBridge Model in Road Network
l Use of intermediate data
l Inter/extra-polation based on derivatives

INTEGRATION: AUTOMATED MODEL CONSTRUCTION

��

Bridge Information
Configuration
• height, span , …
Construction Types
• truss, suspension, …
Material Properties
• elasticity, strength , …
Structural Properties
• capacity , …

model

Data (direct use)
Design Documents of Target Structure
• digital document
• printed document

Data (in-direct use)
National Database
• road information
• regional information
• DEM
• ground
• intersection

Derivatives
• location coordinate
• span
• height (road)
• height (ground)
• ground conditions

Data (in-direct use)
Design Standards for
Interpolation
• design standard
• design guidelines (bridge)
• design guidelines (road)

Derivatives
• empirical relations
• ordinary approximations



polygon of road shut-down by debris Difficulties
• Difference in coordinate 

system
• Errors in data merging
• Computation of shut-

down length

shut-down length of link

computation

data merging

INTEGRATION: STRUCTURAL DAMAGE AND ROAD NETWORK

max. drift angle
� θmax <  1/200
� 1/200 ≦ θmax < 1/100
� 1/100 ≦ θmax < 1/50
� 1/50   ≦ θmax < 1/30
� 1/30   ≦ θmax

structural seismic response simulation data conversion

data conversion

Road
• node: coordinates
• link 
• width

Data source
• DRM

road network information



INTEGRATION: STRUCTURAL DAMAGE AND ECONOMIC SIMULATION

Grid Data
• structural damage
• ground motion index

Damage Index
degree of damage
small, middle, severe

/
/ 0
/ 0
/ 0
/ 0
/ 0

/ .  
/  0 .  
/  0 .  
/  0 .  
/  0 .

water supply

port facility

seismic response simulation

data conversion

ground motion amplification simulation

data conversion

data conversion

Difficulties
• Difference in coordinate system
• Errors in data conversion
• Lack of physical simulation of 

infrastructures

use of fragility curves and recovery 
curves for infrastructures



TOKYO METROPOLIS EARTHQUAKE

u Earthquake Scenario Cabinet Office Prediction
Input of synthesized seismic wave propagating from fault

u Ground FEM 3-layer model (bedrock + 2 layers)
non-linear RO

u Residential Building number: 243,132
linear MDOF

u Road Network

l Central Tokyo link: 347,691

l Vehicle number: standard size 5,000,000 + large size 250,000
(558,572 packets, 1 packet = standard size 10 + large size 5) 

time: 4 - 10



BUILDING DAMAGE CONSIDERING UNCERTAINITY OF SURFACE LAYERS 

aeq: parameter of ground motion amplification



REMAINING ROAD WIDTH CONSIDERING UNCERTAINITY OF SURFACE LAYERS 

. .0 .  



TRAFFIC SIMULATION: TRAFFIC DENSITY

Case 1

Case 2

# 
pa

ck
et

s

damaged sites traffic density

ordinary traffic density



TRAFFIC SIMULATION: DEGREE OF CONGESTION
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Case 1

Case 2

damaged sites traffic congestion

ordinary traffic congestion



NANKAI TROUGH EARTHQUAKE

u Earthquake Scenario Cabinet Office Estimation (basic, east-side, land-side)
Osaka area synthesized
Other area use of predicted seismic intensity

u Ground 2-layer model (bedrock + surface layer)
non-linear RO

u Residential Building number: 1,266,706
linear MDOF

u Road Network
l Kansai link: 495,595

l Vehicle number: standard size 5,000,000 + large size 250,000
(558,572 packets, 1 packet = standard size 10 + large size 5) 
time: 4 – 10

l Demand local government estimation (use of Kumamoto Earthquake data)



identification of bridge location

analysis method

seismic response model (3D frame model)
nodes, elements, cross section properties, materials, connection

setting of bridge type
width, span number, pier height, ground conditions, etc.

structures

road & ground

Urban Area Information about Bridge Attributes
number of Links: 21,968

AUTOMATED MODEL CONSTRUCTION

Structures
• residential building maps
• GIS of urban
• CAD data
• design guidelines
• design regulations, etc.
Road
• coordinates/links
• attributes
• specification
• width, etc.
Ground
�elevation
�boring data
�AVS30 etc.

data resource 



BUILDING MODEL

1,266,706 Residential Buildings
2 story 88

3 – 5 story 11

others less than 1

wood 87

S 10

RC 3

SRC less than 0.1



GROUND MODEL

Ground Data (AVS30)

road: OpenStreetMap
AVS30: J-SHIS

thickness [m] Vs [m/s] γt

surface layer 30 AVS30 10.

bedrock 50 700 10.



TRAFFIC FLOW SIMULATION

��

ordinary



TRAFFIC FLOW SIMULATION

��

post-earthquake (basic scenario)



TRAFFIC FLOW SIMULATION: SUMMARY

��

ordinary east basic

land x1.5 land x1.3 (G)land



ECONOMIC SIMULATION: PROBLEM SETTING

��

dynamic problem for industrial 

activities

OSK

industry

ROK

industry

ROJ

-sector

OSK

- sector market

ROJ

- internarial, sector market

OSK

household

ROK

household

ROJ

household

government

foreign industry

total demand

demand of intermediate supply and investment

demand

supply

demand of investment of infrastructure recovery

3 REGIONS

1. OSK (Osaka) Osaka

2. ROK (Rest of Kansai) Kyoto, Hyogo, Shiga, Nara, Wakayama

3. ROJ (Rest of Japan)

36 INDUSTRIAL SECTORS (4320 ENTERPRISES)

Data source

• synthesized data of residential building 

damage

• Cabinet Office,  Report of Stock Damage at 

Great East Japan Earthquake

• fragility and recovery curve

• Enterprise data

Major Uncertainties

• Combination of lifeline and supply chain 

restart



ROK, 36 sectors

OSK, 36 sectors: top 5 % industrial sector makes fast recovery in 2 months, while others gradually recovers in 8 months

Recovery Rate

investment production month

ECONOMIC SIMULATION: RECOVERY OF INDUSTRY
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Industrial Sector Recovery: Increase in production if speed-up of 6 months is adopted

Infrastructure Recovery Plan and Evaluation

ECONOMIC SIMULATION: EFFECTS OF RECOVERY PLAN ON INDUSTRY

��

• Little difference induced by speed-up of recovery 
plan for this problem setting

• Significant effects observed in early stage of 
recovery only for industry sectors less damaged
→ additional recovery plan needed to minimize 
difference in damage and recovery

standard plan of 12 quoter recovery → need for speed-up of 6 quarters

standard plan
12 months

Speed-up

3 months 6 months 9 months

plan evaluation function: W_kihon10 -1.523 108 -1.446 108 -1.432 108 -1.443 108



CONCLUDING REMARKS

u FUGAKU Project for Integrated Earthquake Simulation

u Goal of Earthquake Simulation: Required Resolution

l Structural response: 1 ~ 10 Hz, time resolution 0.1 sec

l S-wave velocity of surface ground: 100 m/s, spatial resolution 10 m

l Damage of structural members and connecting parts: spatial resolution 10 m

l Much coarser resolution of social science simulation

u Uncertainty in Earthquake Disaster Estimation: Required Number of Scenarios

l Earthquake scenarios: scale, process, number, etc.

l Urban area models: configurations, materials, etc.

l Social activity models: traffic, economic, attribute data, initial conditions

u Earthquake Disaster Mitigation and Strengthening of Resilience

l Need for sufficiently high resolution

l Need for worst scenarios for pre-disaster preparedness and post-disaster action

��


